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tools used over time. The Karats discuss trade-offs and issues related to time,
Designing and Evaluating Usable Technology in Industrial Research Clare-

resources, and money and the value derived from different HCI methods in

Marie Karat 2010 This book is about HCI research in an industrial research

practice. These decisions are ones that need to be made regularly in the

setting. It is based on the experiences of two researchers at the IBM T. J.

industrial sector. Similarities and differences with the types of decisions made

Watson Research Center. Over the last two decades, Drs. John and Clare-

in this regard in academia will be discussed. The authors then use the context

Marie Karat have conducted HCI research to create innovative usable

of the three case studies in the three research domains to draw insights and

technology for users across a variety of domains. We begin the book by

conclusions about the themes that were introduced in the beginning of the

introducing the reader to the context of industrial research as well as a set of

book. The Karats conclude with their perspective about the future of HCI

common themes or guidelines to consider in conducting HCI research in

industrial research. Table of Contents: Introduction: Themes and Structure of

practice. Then case study examples of HCI approaches to the design and

the Book / Case Study 1: Conversational Speech Technologies: Automatic

evaluation of usable solutions for people are presented and discussed in three

Speech Recognition (ASR) / Case Study 2: Personalization in eCommerce /

domain areas: - item Conversational speech technologies, - item

Case Study 3: Security and Privacy Policy Management Technologies /

Personalization in eCommerce, and - item Security and privacy policy

Insights and Conclusions / The Future of Industrial HCI Research

management technologies In each of the case studies, the authors illustrate and

Designer's Guide to MAC OS X Tiger Jeff Gamet 2006 You held off on

discuss examples of HCI approaches to design and evaluation that worked well

moving to Mac OS X until your bread-and-butter applications made the jump,

and those that did not. They discuss what was learned over time about

and now you're thinking of moving up to Tiger. This book is especially

different HCI methods in practice, and changes that were made to the HCI

geared toward designers who've become comfortable working under Mac OS
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X and are ready now to make the Tiger transition. Designer and prepress pro

pointing out that predestination was a key factor in the capitalist genesis, he

Jeff Gamet focuses on the Mac OS X Tiger features that matter most to

ignored the influence of Norse culture, which was already rooted in the

illustrators, designers, and other graphic professionals. He explains not only

thinking of Luther and Calvino. Whether in the battleground, Greeks and

how things work in Mac OS X Tiger, but how Tiger enables users to work

Romans were subject to an overt destiny which depended on individual

efficiently and effectively. In chapters devoted to fonts, printing, PDF, color

actions (sacrifice) Norse mythology, on the other hand, offered the opposite

management, networking, the Mac's built-in design tools, and much more,

context. The Walkyrias, Odin's daughters, knew in advance who would be

readers will learn how to: * Solve the nitty-gritty issues designers confront

the fallen warriors (predestination). Complementary to what has been

daily * Improve production workflow and avoid common problems *

written, Korstanje established a new innovative thesis that explains why

Optimize, maintain, and secure your network, whether you work in a

Anglo-Saxon culture was not only prone to develop a globalized capitalist

complex office environment or a small graphics studio

system of production, but also prone to risk-perception. Combining a closed-

Finishing Strong Steve Farrar 2011-02-02 Bestselling author Steve Farrar has

conception of future (predestination) with a sentiment of excemptionalism

good news for the average man: it doesn't matter if you've had a great start in

given by the Reform, the US logically constructed a world of preemption that

the Christian life, or a rough one. It doesn't matter if you've stumbled time

led to the dilemma of "preventive attack". The role of government in posing

and again, or even fallen flat on your face. What matters most in this all-

threats to control the internal workforce, as well as how the principle of

important race of life is how you finish. According to Farrar, the man who

exception triggers fear, are fascinating themes discussed in this text.

hangs in there for the long haul with his wife, his kids, and his Lord is an

Design and Prototyping for Drupal Dani Nordin 2011-12-15 Itching to build

exception these days. Finishing Strong, now in trade paperback, offers lively

interesting projects with Drupal, but confused by the way it handles design

use of Scripture, contemporary illustrations, and study questions to equip

challenges? This concise guide helps small teams and solo website designers

every reader to be that exception. For the man who wants to climb the

understand how Drupal works by demonstrating the ways it outputs content.

character ladder more than the corporate one, this is an essential tool.

You’ll learn how to manage Drupal’s output, design around it, and then turn

A Collection of Reports of Celebrated Trials, Civil and Criminal William Otter

your design into a theme. In the second of three volumes on Drupal design,

Woodall 1873

award-winning designer Dani Nordin takes you beyond basic site planning

Difficult World Maximiliano Korstanje 2015-01-01 In this book, Maximiliano

and teaches you key strategies for working with themes, layouts, and

Korstanje explores the dichotomies of capitalism, continuing the legacy of Max

wireframes. Discover how to use Drupal to make your vision a reality, instead

Weber, Ulrich Beck, Richard Hofstadter and Giorgio Agamben. Undoubtedly,

of getting distracted by the system’s project and code management details.

we are living in trying times, which merits reconsidering the current

Learn strategies for sketching, wireframing, and designing effective layouts

conception of sociological theories. From disasters to terrorism, Occident seems

Break down a Drupal layout to understand its basic components Understand

to be trapped in an illusory landscape where risk plays a crucial role in the

Drupal’s theme layer, and what to look for in a base theme Work with the

configuration of a new tragic ethos. Although Weber did the correct thing in

960 grid system to facilitate efficient wireframing and theming Manage
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Drupal markup, including the code generated by the powerful Views module

authenticity who, almost in spite of herself, became to so many a symbol of

Use LessCSS to organize CSS and help you theme your site more efficiently

triumph over adversity. This edition also contains an afterword detailing the

Jesus Out to Sea James Lee Burke 2007-06-05 One of the country’s most-

whereabouts of a large and colorful cast of characters who were part of Joplin's

acclaimed and popular novelists offers a selection of ten short stories centered

life, as well as "We Remember Janis," a new chapter of poignant and

around the devastation in Louisiana and Mississippi during and after Katrina.

affectionate anecdotes told by friends.

In this moving collection of short stories, James Lee Burke elegantly marries

Forensic Science Richard Saferstein 2011-12-27 Forensic Science: From the

his flair for gripping storytelling with his lyrical writing style and complex,

Crime Scene to the Crime Lab, Second Edition, is designed to present forensic

fascinating character portraits. The backdrop of the hurricane-ravaged Gulf

science in a straightforward and student-friendly format. Ideal for students

Coast is a versatile setting for Burke’s stories, which cover the scope of the

with limited background in the sciences, topics are arranged to integrate

human experience—from love and sex to domestic abuse to war, death, and

scientific methodology with actual forensic applications. Discussions are

friendship.

focused on explaining state-of-the-art technology without delving into

Design and Make Your Own Contemporary Sampler Quilt Katie Pasquini

extraneous theories that may bore or overwhelm non-science students. Only

1994-10-01 How to combine traditional patterns into pre-planned layout to

the most relevant scientific and technological concepts are presented, keeping

create handsome, one-of-a-kind quilts. 100 block plans.

students focused on the practical knowledge they'll need in the field.

Buried Alive Myra Friedman 2011-04-27 Electrifying, highly acclaimed, and

Historic Highways of America Archer Butler Hulbert 2020-07-24

intensely personal, this new and updated version of Myra Friedman's classic

Reproduction of the original: Historic Highways of America by Archer Butler

biography of Janis Joplin teems with dramatic insights into Joplin's genius and

Hulbert

into the chaotic times that catapulted her to fame as the legendary queen of

The Standard of Value William Leighton Jordan 1882

rock. It is a stunning panorama of the turbulent decade when Joplin's was the

Safe People Workbook Henry Cloud 1995-05-20 This workbook applies of

rallying voice of a generation that lost itself in her music and found itself in

lessons of the authors' book on finding healthy relationships that help people

her words. From her small hometown of Port Arthur, Texas, to San

grow. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.

Francisco's Haight-Ashbury, from the intimate coffeehouses to the

Leadership Coaching Tony Stoltzfus 2005-06-28 Leadership Coaching is an

supercharged concert halls, from the glitter of worldwide fame to her tragic

essential tool for anyone who wants to learn to coach or improve their

end in a Hollywood hotel, here is all the fire and anguish of an immortal,

coaching skills. Written by a top Christian coach trainer, it is filled with real-

immensely talented, and troubled performer who devoured everything the

life stories, practical tools and application exercises that bring coaching

rock scene had to offer in a fatal attempt to make peace with herself and her

techniques to life. Part I is an in-depth look at how coaching fits with the

era. Yet, in an eloquent introduction recently written by the author, Joplin

purposes of God. Starting with key biblical concepts about how God builds

emerges from her "ugly duckling" childhood as a woman truly ahead of her

leaders, this book goes beyond proof-texting to present an integrated, values-

time, an outrageous rebel, a defiant outcast and artist of incomparable

based paradigm for leadership coaching. Part II uses a hands-on, interactive
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approach to show you how to coach. Utilizing the seven key elements of

students arrive ready to learn by assigning educationally effective content

effective coaching as a framework, each facet of the coaching relationship is

before class, and encourage critical thinking and retention with in-class

explained in detail. Then follow-up Master Class sections help you internalize

resources such as Learning Catalytics. Students can further master concepts

the key concepts and try them out in real life. Leadership coaching is a great

after class through traditional and adaptive homework assignments that

introduction to a powerful way of helping others grow.

provide hints and answer-specific feedback. The Mastering gradebook records

Chemistry John E. McMurry 2015-04-22 NOTE: You are purchasing a

scores for all automatically graded assignments in one place, while diagnostic

standalone product; MasteringA&P does not come packaged with this content.

tools give instructors access to rich data to assess student understanding and

If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MasteringA&P

misconceptions. Mastering brings learning full circle by continuously adapting

search for ISBN-10: 0321940873/ISBN-13: 9780321940872 . That package

to each student and making learning more personal than ever–before, during,

includes ISBN-10: 0321943171/ISBN-13: 9780321943170 and ISBN-10:

and after class.

013389178X/ISBN-13: 9780133891782. For two-semester general chemistry

The Ultimate Betrayal Kimberla Lawson Roby 2015-06-09 "Roby's highly

courses (science majors). Make critical connections in chemistry clear and

engaging prose offers edgy characters and intense drama." - Booklist It's been

visible McMurry/Fay/Robinson’s Chemistry , Seventh Edition, aims to help

four years since twenty-eight-year old Alicia Black, daughter of Reverend

students understand the connections between topics in general chemistry and

Curtis Black, divorced her second husband, the most womanizing and corrupt

why they matter. The Seventh Edition provides a concise and streamlined

man she has ever known. Since then, Alicia has been dating her first husband,

narrative that blends the quantitative and visual aspects of chemistry,

Phillip Sullivan, a wonderfully kind and true man of God whom she'd hurt

demonstrates the connections between topics, and illustrates the application of

terribly by cheating on him. Alicia has worked hard to prove herself worthy

chemistry to their lives and careers. New content offers a better bridge

of his trust once more, and when he asks her to marry him again, she couldn't

between organic and biochemistry and general chemistry content, and new

be happier. But Levi Cunningham, the drug dealer Alicia had an extramarital

and improved pedagogical features make the text a true teaching tool rather

affair with, has just been released from prison, and he has completely turned

than just a reference book. New MasteringChemistry features include

his life around for the better. Still head-over-heels in love with Alicia, he will

conceptual worked examples and integrated Inquiry sections that help make

do whatever is necessary to win her back. Remarrying Phillip is the one

critical connections clear and visible and increase students’ understanding of

thing Alicia has wanted for years, but she can't get Levi out of her mind.

chemistry. The Seventh Edition fully integrates the text with new

Alicia and Phillip aren't the only ones in the middle of a crisis. Their best

MasteringChemistry content and functionality to support the learning process

friends, husband and wife Brad and Melanie Richardson, are struggling to

before, during, and after class. Also Available with MasteringChemistry ® .

keep their marriage together. Workaholic Brad is never home and has begun

MasteringChemistry from Pearson is the leading online homework, tutorial,

losing thousands on bad investments. Or so he says. Melanie, who is certain

and assessment system, designed to improve results by engaging students

there's more to the story, is determined to get at the truth. Fresh betrayal

before, during, and after class with powerful content. Instructors ensure

leads to consequences no one saw coming, and Alicia's relationship with
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Phillip might not be the only thing that needs saving. But is it already too

other basic information in the form of tables and charts for quick reference.

late? Email: kim@kimroby.com Facebook.com/kimberlalawsonroby

The full-color, spiral-bound guide is divided into sections that follow the U.S.

Twitter.com/KimberlaLRoby Instagram.com/kimberlalawsonroby

DOT EMT-Paramedic National Standard Curriculum; sections are divided by

Law: A Very Short Introduction Raymond Wacks 2008-03-27 Law underlies

color-coded tabs to allow rapid retrieval of information when paramedics need

our society - it protects our rights, imposes duties on each of us, and establishes

it most.

a framework for the conduct of almost every social, political, and economic

The Vikings Robert Ferguson 2010-09-28 A comprehensive and thrilling

activity. The punishment of crime, compensation of the injured, and the

history of the Vikings for fans of the History Channel series, soon to return for

enforcement of contracts are merely some of the tasks of a modern legal

its fifth season From Harald Bluetooth to Cnut the Great, the feared seamen

system. It also strives to achieve justice, promote freedom, and protect our

and plunderers of the Viking Age ruled Norway, Sweden, and Denmark but

security. The result is a system that, while it touches all of our daily lives, is

roamed as far as Byzantium, Greenland, and America. Raiders and traders,

properly understood by only a few, with its impenetrable jargon, obsolete

settlers and craftsmen, the medieval Scandinavians who have become familiar

procedures, and interminable stream of Byzantine statutes and judgments of

to history as Vikings never lose their capacity to fascinate, from their

the courts. This clear, jargon-free Very Short Introduction aims to redress that

ingeniously designed longboats to their stormy pantheon of Viking gods and

balance, as it introduces the essentials of law and legal systems in a lively,

goddesses, ruled by Odin in Valhalla. Robert Ferguson is a sure guide across

accessible, and stimulating manner. Explaining the main concepts, terms, and

what he calls "the treacherous marches which divide legend from fact in

processes of the legal system, it focuses on the Western tradition (the common

Viking Age history." His long familiarity with the literary culture of

law and the civil law), but also includes discussions of other legal systems,

Scandinavia with its skaldic poetry is combined with the latest archaeological

such as customary law and Islamic law. And it looks to the future too, as

discoveries to reveal a sweeping picture of the Norsemen, one of history's

globalization and rapid advances in technology place increasing strain on our

most amazing civilizations. Impeccably researched and filled with compelling

current legal system. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions

accounts and analyses of legendary Viking warriors and Norse mythology,

series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost

The Vikings is an indispensable guide to medieval Scandinavia and is a

every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead

wonderful companion to the History Channel series. "Integrating

in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,

archaeological, genetic, linguistic, and literary information, Ferguson realizes a

perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging

Viking history bound to satisfy." -Booklist

topics highly readable.

A Selection from the Writings of Viscount Strangford on Political,

Paramedic Field Guide Bob Elling 2007-08 This convenient field guide

Geographical, and Social Subjects Percy Ellen Frederick William Smythe

contains all the information that paramedics need at their fingertips in the

Strangford (Viscount) 1869

field-assessment checklists, anatomic illustrations, vital sign ranges, airway

Linux Operations and Administration Alfred Basta 2012-07-23 LINUX

management, medication indications and administration, arrhythmias, and

OPERATIONS AND ADMINISTRATION introduces readers to Linux
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operations and system administration through a unified installation, using

Life Lessons for Mastering the Law of Attraction teaches you what you need

virtual machines. This text is more effective than those that take a professional

to know about living the Law of Attraction and how to create your own

approach because it eliminates confusion from working with differing

personal success through its concepts.

hardware configurations, while allowing users to test interoperability

Mackenzie's Guide to Inverness, Nairn, and the Highlands Anonymous

between Linux and Windows. Detailed, yet reader-friendly, Linux

2018-10-06 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally

Operations and Administration makes it easy to learn Linux and practice it

important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This

with helpful in-text features like learning objectives and key terms, as well as

work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly

items for self assessment such as review questions, hands-on activities, and

other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute

case projects. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product

this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of

description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important

Applied Intermediate Macroeconomics Kevin D. Hoover 2011-11-14 A

enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the

complete course in applied macroeconomics at the intermediate level that

public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread

emphasizes the application of economic theory to real-world data and policy.

and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical

Leica Camera Repair Handbook Thomas Tomosy 1999 With great detail this

elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of

book outlines all of the techniques needed to repair and restore Leica cameras,

the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of

lenses, and accessories?including light meters, winders/motors, viewfinders,

keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

and flash units. Each model of equipment is discussed individually with step-

Modern Political Theory Shanti Prasad Varma 1982

by-step illustrated instructions. Readers will not only learn how to

Latino Americans Ray Suarez 2013 EL LIBRO COMPLEMENTARIO DE LA

disassemble and repair equipment, but also how to troubleshoot and make

CONOCIDA SERIE DOCUMENTAL DE PBS Latino americanos relata la rica

cosmetic restorations. A glossary of technical terms and an abstract containing

y variada historia de los Latinos que han contribuido a darle forma a nuestra

the basic fundamentals of camera repair are also included.

nación, y quienes se han convertido --con más de 50 millones de personas-- en

Marilyn Monroe A Life in Pictures Pierre-Henri Verlhac 2007-10-04 Norma

la minoría más numerosa de los Estados Unidos. Este complemento de la

Jean has inspired and created more headlines than any other movie actress,

conocida miniserie de PBS relata, de manera vívida y franca, cómo la historia

yet her marriages, affairs and life choices all distract us from the talent of this

de los lationamericanos es la historia de nuestro país. El aclamado periodista y

very beautiful woman. Famous quotes on and from Monroe further reveal

autor Ray Suarez explora las vidas de hombres y mujeres latinoamericanos en

the thoughts of her closest friends, collaborators and admirers.

un periodo de quinientos años, e incluye una gama épica de experiencias que

Harley-Davidson XL/XLH Sportster 1986-2003 Penton Staff 2000-05-24

abarca desde los primeros asentamientos europeos al Destino Manifiesto; del

XLH883, XL883R, XLH1100, XL/XLH1200

Salvaje Oeste a la Guerra Fría; de la Gran Depresión a la globalización; de la

Life Lessons for Mastering the Law of Attraction Jack Canfield 2013-02-05

Guerra Hispano-Estadounidense al movimiento de los derechos civiles. Latino
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americanos comparte las luchas personales y los éxitos de inmigrantes, poetas,

flexibility in organizing their courses..

soldados y muchos otros: individuos que han causado un impacto en la historia

Christian Science Healing Versus Mental Suggestion Frederick Dixon 1912

y aquellos cuyas extraordinarias vidas iluminan la época en que vivieron, así

ESD Steven H. Voldman 2015-01-05 A comprehensive and in-depth review of

como el legado de estos sensacionales estadounidenses.

analog circuitlayout, schematic architecture, device, power network and

Journal, Volumes 3-4 Columbus Columbus Horticultural Society 2019-04-08

ESDdesign This book will provide a balanced overview of analog

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is

circuitdesign layout, analog circuit schematic development,architecture of

part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was

chips, and ESD design. It will start atan introductory level and will bring the

reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work

reader right up to thestate-of-the-art. Two critical design aspects for analog

as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library

and powerintegrated circuits are combined. The first design aspect

stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important

coversanalog circuit design techniques to achieve the desired

libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in

circuitperformance. The second and main aspect presents the

the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations.

additionalchallenges associated with the design of adequate and effective

Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no

ESDprotection elements and schemes. A comprehensive list of

entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a

practicalapplication examples is used to demonstrate the successfulcombination

reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred

of both techniques and any potential designtrade-offs. Chapter One looks at

pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that

analog design discipline, including layoutand analog matching and analog

this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made

layout design practices. Chapter Twodiscusses analog design with circuits,

generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the

examining: singletransistor amplifiers; multi-transistor amplifiers; active

preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping

loadsand more. The third chapter covers analog design layout (alsoMOSFET

this knowledge alive and relevant.

layout), before Chapters Four and Five discuss analog designsynthesis. The

Images of the Past Theron Douglas Price 1997 This well illustrated, full-color,

next chapters introduce the reader to analog-digitalmixed signal design

site-by-site survey of prehistory captures the popular interest, excitement,

synthesis, analog signal pin ESD networks, andanalog ESD power clamps.

and visual splendor of archaeology as it provides insight into the research,

Chapter Nine, the last chapter, covers ESDdesign in analog applications.

interpretations, and theoretical themes in the field. The new edition

Clearly describes analog design fundamentals (circuitfundamentals) as well as

maintains the authors' innovative solutions to two central problems of the

outlining the various ESDimplications Covers a large breadth of subjects and

course: first, the text continues to focus on about 80 sites, giving students less

technologies, such asCMOS, LDMOS, BCD, SOI, and thick body SOI Establishes

encyclopedic detail but essential coverage of the discoveries that have

an “ESD analog design” discipline thatdistinguishes itself from the alternative

produced the major insights into prehistory; second, it continues to be

ESD digital designfocus Focuses on circuit and circuit design applications

organized into essays on sites and concepts, allowing professors complete

Assessible, with the artwork and tutorial style of the ESD bookseries
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PowerPoint slides are available for university facultymembers Even in the

near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and sorcery, contemporary

world of digital circuits, analog and power circuitsare two very important but

urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror (zombies, vampires,

under-addressed topics, especially fromthe ESD aspect. Dr. Voldman’s new

and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not every title we

book will serve as anessential and practical guide to the greater IC

publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller, or a Hugo

community. Withhigh practical and academic values this book is a“bible” for

or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books from

professionals, graduate students, deviceand circuit designers for investigating

a diverse group of authors.

the physics of ESD and forproduct designs and testing.

Kindergarten Squad Little Cactus Creations 2018-07-31 Great Kindergarten

Agatha H. and the Airship City Kaja Foglio 2011-01-02 The Industrial

Gift Idea for Your Kids or Grandkids! Perfect blank lined journals for your son

Revolution has escalated into all-out warfare. It has been eighteen years since

or daughter to use at pre-school or Kindergarten. First Day of School or Back

the Heterodyne Boys, benevolent adventurers and inventors, disappeared

to School journal containing 110 lined pages to jot down quick memos, notes

under mysterious circumstances. Today, Europe is ruled by the Sparks,

or use as a simple diary and at a handy 6 x 9 inch size, this journal makes it

dynasties of mad scientists ruling over — and terrorizing — the hapless

ideal to slip into your bag or carry it around easily compared to other

population with their bizarre inventions and unchecked power, while the

notebooks. Makes a memorable great gift idea for your students too! First Day

downtrodden dream of the Hetrodynes' return. At Transylvania Polygnostic

of School Books for Kids Back to School Supplies First Day of School Books

University, a pretty, young student named Agatha Clay seems to have

Kindergarten Notebook Preschool School Journal

nothing but bad luck. Incapable of building anything that actually works, but

Shadows in the Light Betsy Reavley 2015-11-07 The author of The Worm in

dedicated to her studies, Agatha seems destined for a lackluster career as a

the Bottle offers
Ellinger'S
Modern
a probing
Bankingexamination
Law- 4Ed of our contemporary world in this

minor lab assistant. But when the University is overthrown by the ruthless

second poetry collection. Shadows in the Light is a modern-day testimony to

tyrant Baron Klaus Wulfenbach, Agatha finds herself a prisoner aboard his

the complexities of life. With imagery that is by turns lush and starkly

massive airship Castle Wulfenbach — and it begins to look like she might

beautiful, author and poet Betsy Reavley explores the difficulties we all face.

carry a spark of Mad Science after all. Skyhorse Publishing, under our Night

With surprising resonance and far-reaching scope, these poems exemplify the

Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of titles for readers

universal power of poetry.
E.P. Ellinger; Eva Lomnicka; Richard

interested in science fiction (space opera, time travel, hard SF, alien invasion,
Hooley 2007-07-23
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